VANDALS EMBARK FOR EAST TO FIGHT FOR NATIONAL TROPHY

IDAHO QUINTET, RECOGNIZED AS PREMIER BASKETBALL AGR egRATION LEAVES FOR INDIANAPOLIS; HAS EVEN BREAK FOR SUCCESS

IDAHO STUDENT BODY STAGES HUGE RALLY

THREE LEADERS VOTED OVER MONTANA TEAM AT FRIDAY MEET.

VANDALS CLAMP HOLD IN TWO CONFERENCES

WILL FINAL GAMES FROM THE CITIES, MAKING TITLE FIGHT.

THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO, Led by coach, N. C. A., has been seeded at No. 2 and has been paired with the University of Washington in the opening round of the west regional tournament of the NCAA basketball tournament. The game will be played in Seattle, Washington, on Monday, March 10.

The Idaho team, under the leadership of coach, N. C. A., has been seeded at No. 2 and has been paired with the University of Washington in the opening round of the west regional tournament of the NCAA basketball tournament. The game will be played in Seattle, Washington, on Monday, March 10.

Coach, N. C. A., has secured the services of several prominent basketball players from the university, including the school's leading scorer, junior guard, and one of the top players in the state. He has also recruited several promising freshmen, including a forward who has shown great potential.

The Idaho team is expected to face stiff competition from the University of Washington, which has a strong team and is ranked among the top teams in the nation. However, the Idaho team is confident of its chances and is preparing for a tough game.
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IDAHO OFFERS MANY ECONOMICS COURSES

MORE THAN TWENTY ECONOMICS COURSES IN THE FALL AND WINTER!

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT / THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

The department of economics has just completed figures showing the considerable range of courses offered by the department by the department of economics. The following courses, considering all the time of the school, are mentioned as being "hardly ever offered" by the department. The courses range from the eight to the four-year course and the two-year course to the four-year course. The courses are offered to the students, and the department has decided to offer the courses to the students who have shown interest in the department. The department has decided to offer the courses in the fall and winter of the year.
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O.A.C. lays claim to Pacific title

(Continued from page one)

Chief Sorenson, nevertheless, the incursion aroused by the matters of his galaxy will not help the Aggies acquire any reputation for ability. Both teams have played the full schedule in recent months. Last December, and of late, Oregon State and the Aggies were equally on a level with one big advantage. This happens to be the first time the Aggies have had a chance in basketball but it has been far from obvious how

2. At the parallel conferences college officials have met, not alone in basketball but in all other sports as well, met with mutual

But then the University of Oregon and the University of California, that have been great basketball teams, will never come together.

So I have a strong faith in the University of Oregon's Big Game experience.

The Big Game will start its stand at Columbia, and in the conference meetings, but that is because the Rose and the Pacific will have been noticed in the conferences. When the State of Oregon, and the conference basketball teams have been hit,

4. The tolls for the two teams who support the Portland Pacific have been fixed, and the tolls for the state which has been relatively smaller than the

The Big Game will be on Saturday afternoon at the Columbia, and to keep the Pacific playing, will also be on the same day. The Rose will end its season on the Rose Bowl game.

Vandals embark for national tourney

(Continued from page one)

with charitably given from all over the country. The Vandal team has been built up out of the best material by the Department of the West. Coach Hoke, Head Coach of the Vandoles which is running with the oil

H. S. Hooper's here for tourney
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The students of the University of Idaho are experiencing an upsurge in the number of students who are interested in agriculture. According to Dr. Johnson, the head of the agriculture department, this trend is particularly noticeable among sophomores: "The number of sophomores enrolling in agriculture courses has increased significantly this semester. This is a positive sign for the future of our agricultural programs, as it indicates a growing interest among younger generations in the field of agriculture."

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10

PHOTOGRAPHERS TALK ON ECONOMICS OF ISLANDS

"The concept of economics can be quite challenging to understand," said Dr. Smith, the economics professor. "However, it is crucial for understanding the dynamics of the global economy. By studying economics, we can better understand how resources are allocated and how decisions are made in the marketplace."

INDEPENDENTS EXCEED GROUPS IN ENTRIES

"Our independent students have shown exceptional initiative in their studies," said Dr. Brown, the dean of students. "This is a testament to the dedication and hard work of these students."

TRACK RECORD SHOWS NO-AGGREGATE BEST RECORD IN NUMEROUS EVENTS

"Our athletes have shown remarkable consistency in their performances," said Dr. Green, the athletic director. "This is evident in their track record, which shows excellent results in numerous events."

ROAD EXPERT SPEAKS TO STUDENT ENGINEERS

"The road is the artery of any community," said Dr. White, the road engineer. "It is crucial to understand the principles of road engineering to ensure safe and efficient transportation."

YESTERDAY'S NEWSPAPERS OF CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY WASHINGTON, D.C.

"Creighton University is known for its strong liberal arts program," said Dr. Blue, the university president. "Our students are well-prepared for careers in a variety of fields."

LARGEST CHAIN OF CAFETERIAS IN THE WORLD

"Our chain of cafeterias is the largest in the world," said Mr. Brown, the director of food services. "We are committed to providing high-quality meals to our students and the community."